LIST OF PLATES

I- Preparing a cotton field
II- Levelling a Cotton field
III- Working in the wheat field
IV- Weeding is a painstaking job
V- Seeding a maize field through a wooden pipe
VI- Seeding a maize field
VII- Ploughing a cotton field
VIII- Weeding in a wheat field
IX- Young plant of tobacco
X- Mixed crop- Tur & Rice
XI- A Groundnut field
XII- A Jowar field
XIII- A Rice field
XIV- Tur plants are well developed
XV- Mixed cropping- Tur & Rice
XVI- Harvesting of Bajri
XVII- A collection of Hay
XVIII- Bajri plants after being cut by sickle
XIX- Rough grazing on waste land
XX- Grazing on wasteland does not provide enough fodder
XXI- Scarcity of fodder
XXII- Cluster of sheesham forest
XXIII- Young ones of tribal people 'the Bhil'
XXIV- Scarcity of drinking water